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Created: May 11, 2019 One of the common misconceptions about vibrators is that they have to be huge in order to get the job done. Think of Samantha Jones in Sex and the City - she possessed a hitachi magic wand big enough to work knots from the footballer's back. It makes sense why people think that - more can often mean better. But as with other
aspects of sexuality, it's not the size that matters. That's what you do with it. And when it comes to the best mini vibrators on the market, it turns out that the best things really come in small packages. Tiny vibrations also have other things going on for them aside from their size. Since they are smaller, they travel well, and are easy to discreetly stash in hand
luggage. They also tend to be a lot quieter than their great counterparts, making them great for relaxing home visits to your parents' house - or when your roommate is snoozing in the room next door and you don't want to wake them up. In other words, the best mini vibrators offer as much strength as their larger counterparts - they're just a lot easier to hold
in your hand. Below, five big picks you can get on Amazon.Shibari's original Mini Halo AmazonShibari's Original Mini Halo is a small wand that is perfect sized to fit in your hand - and work against your clitoris. Customers love the wand because of the way the vibrations are concentrated in their heads. Shibari Original has 20 different vibration speeds and
models that gives you a unique experience, no matter how you choose to use it. It is made of soft silicone, which gives a realistic feeling toy. But keep in mind that the material means you should only use it with non-silicone lubricant.2Best Mini vibrator with massage NubsViala Svakom Mini VibratorAmazonImagine if your vibrator stick came together with your
favorite rabbit vibrator and was a baby. This child will be Viala Swak Mini Vibrator. This atmosphere, which is shaped like a shower, is equipped with dozens of small nubs that gently tickle the clitoris to orgasm. It is ergonomically designed to sit right against your clitoris, and has five different velocities and vibration patterns to spice up your own game. It's
waterproof, USB-charged, and super quiet, so you won't wake up your neighbor with a buzz. You can also use this as a back massager - just make sure to clean it between uses. 3Best Mini vibrator that looks like the TongueAuxfun Clitor Clitor for WomenAmazonIf you prefer some action language along with vibrations, say hello to Auxif Clifuntoris vibrator for
women. Its tongue-shaped design sits flat against your clitoris, and the little cutouts cut at the tip create a unique feeling that will rock you orgasm. This one little guy, too -- as in, he fits in the palm of his hand. It has three strong vibrations and nine different models, so that never get tired of this toy. It's also rechargeable, which means it's stronger than a
battery toy. And since it's made from medical grade silicone, you don't have to worry about it annoying your most sensitive bits. Vivi1990 Ero Wireless Waterproof Love Egg (2 Pack)AmazonWant to make a good friend? Then buy this two packages of Ero Wireless Waterproof Love Eggs and gift one for your BFF. This little egg is heated on the tip, providing
some exciting temperatures to play for your fun time. You can use it on the outside of your body, or slip it into your vagina and use it with the remote control on. Or, if you feel frisky, you can involve your partner and give them control. Either way, you'll love the 12 speeds it offers fun both your clitoris and your G-spot. And since it's waterproof, you can bring it
to the bath for some wet and wild fun. 5Best Mini Bullet VibratorCooxer Bullet Vagina Stimulater AmazonYou can't talk about mini vibes, let alone bullet vibrators like Cooxer Bullet Vagina Stimulater. This little buzzer can be slipped into the vagina for G-spot stimulation, placed against a clitoris for a sweet massage, or placed on your money to stimulate your
G-spot outside. It's waterproof, made from medical grade silicone, and USB-charged, making it one of the most comfortable bullet vibrators out there. And since it is so itty, you can slip it into your pocket and take it on the go. Consider this guy your travel vibe - because everyone needs one of them. Bustle can get a portion of the sales from products
purchased from this article, which was created independently of Bustle's editorial and sales departments. Amazon Lovehony Babeland Khadija Horton As amazing as vibrators, sometimes it can really take you out of the moment to keep your hands on the toy to loop through any models or adjust speeds or modes. Fiddling with the buttons right as you are on
the verge of orgasm is probably not the way you want to spend the last few seconds leading up to the climax, TBH. Enter the fluids of the remote control. These game-change means you can get it on as close to the hands-free connection as possible. As long as Siri or Alexa can cycle through vibration patterns and speeds for you, these remotes (whether it's
a separate device that comes with the game, or an app that you can download, or both) can make masturbating way easier, and introduce a whole new level of affiliate games you should be in some sexy tease. Here are some of the best remote vibrators you can get. Advertising - Reading below 1 Thrusting remote control vibrator Om $40 wearable toy not
only heats up and has seven vibration models, it also has seven increasing push modes. Thrusting vibes aren't brand new, but they're usually pretty pricey (OG pushing Fun Factory toys costing about $170). No word on if it's this is as reliable as Fun Factory toys, but for $40, could you also try it? At least it will definitely vibrate. The remote control looks kind
of like a golf ball, and from what we can tell on the site, it doesn't look super fancy (there's only one power button pictured), but if you can still push that loop through different modes, that's really all there is to do anyway. 2 Wristband Remote Panty Vibrator Cal Exotics babeland.com $94.99 This remote control panties-vibe features a magnetic tab, so you can
attach it to any pair of women's underwear vibes that only work with one particular pair that can annoy work around). The cool thing about this toy is that the remote control is a very discreet black bracelet that looks kinda Fitbit-y, so no one will think something if they see your partner messing with him in public. The remote control has a distance of 32.75 feet,
and the atmosphere itself is waterproof, with 12 functions and patterns. 3 Warming Remote Vibe Pipedream lovehoney.com $74.99 This alien-shaped toy may look pretty quirky, but all the nubbins and bulbs are there for REASON - promise. The largest inner shaft is curved to hit all your sensitive spots, there is a clitoral nubbin for the Rabbit-like effect, and
all the bottom has butterfly wings to surround your labia with vibration. The toy is also heated to 40 degrees Celsius (aka 104 Fahrenheit) for life as it feels (who wants an ice vibrator inside them?). There are 20 vibrating models and you can cycle through one button on the remote to experience all of them. 4 My secret charged Remote Cowards Scream O
Babeland $69.95 If you want a secret li'l ring you can click to turn the atmosphere on and off, this is it. This remote control panties set (you don't have to use it with panties included, obvi) also comes with a silicone ring that you can click to control it for hand-off ease. 5 Mystery Vibe Crescendo App Controlled Bendable Smart Vibrator Mystery Vibe Lovehoney
$149.99 This bendable toy has SIX individual engines that you can customize using the app on your phone. There are 12 models and 16 intensity, and given that you can bend the toy to fit your body perfectly (think ring, pairs of toys during penetrative sex, etc.), you won't miss it for a while. 6 Classic rechargeable remote control Dildo 8 inch Lifelike Lover
Lovehoney $54.99 This 8-inch dildo suction cup comes with a 10-functional remote So you can plant that sucker on a hard surface and get a humpin' hands-free connection. It is also waterproof and USB rechargeable, and it can fit in a harness for use as a strap-on. 7 Lelo Lyla 2 This high-tech vibrator is equipped with SenseMotion, which means that simply
moving the remote control (aka not even pressing the buttons) can control the intensity of vibrations. Tilting the remote control so that it collides left or right increases the intensity, as moving the remote control. This makes it ideal to give to your partner while they masturbate or come down on you. And of course, there are old school controls on the remote, so
you can customize that way too. 8 Lelo Tiani 2 The Lelo Tiani is a super-powerful pair vibrator that is designed to be worn like a clamp on a vulva. Two vibrating engines mean that you feel the target stimulation of the clitoris and internal stimulation. You can wear it while having sex with your partner or alone. An easy-to-use remote means you can only dial
the right vibration setting to guide you over the edge, or you can give it to your partner to tease you. 9 Fifty Shades of Grey Relentless Vibration Remote Egg Fifty Shades of Grey adameve.com $94.99 This low-key rechargeable vibrator has seven vibration modes, all of which can be controlled with a ring shaped remote control. You can use it as an external
bullet or insert it (hence the search bar) and give your partner a remote control for some fun power game. 10 Pocket Pulse Remote Hot Octopus babeland.com $99.00 This new toy is designed to be worn on sluggish or straight penises and unlike any other stroke toy out there. There are two engines that provide deep oscillating vibrations. The toy is also
completely waterproof, and one charge lasts up to three hours. Remember that you don't always have to be on the receiving side of a remote control vibrator to have some fun. 11 OhMiBod BlueMotion Remote Vibrator OhMiBod babeland.com $99.00 Designed to fit discreetly inside underwear, OhMiBod Remote Vibrator is the perfect option for those who
want to do everyday household chores like doing dishes or vacuuming a little sexier. Your partner can download the app to your phone to take over the controls, and there is also the option to install a vibrator on the music. 12 Wearable Insertable vibrator Why go to the remote control that is not faceted and golden, TBH? This cute vibrator allows you to
immediately feel the internal and external stimulation, with the inserted part and textured silicone part to stimulate the clitoris. It's rechargeable and has seven kinds of vibration too. 13 Wearable remote-controlled PALOCUETH amazon.com $25.69 If you like the idea of a wearable vibrator but more in strictly external vibes, this one is for you. This contouring
hit the clitoris juuust right and hide discreetly in your underwear. It also has nine modes, fully waterproof, and rechargeable. This content is created and supported by a third party and is imported to this page to help users provide email addresses. You may be able to find more information about this and similar content on piano.io piano.io piano.io frequency
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